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I know that look of disgust in your eyes.  You can't hide it from me.   I've seen all its expressions in

many faces like your own.  I am intimately familiar with rejection.  Yes, these scars and stitched

wounds are horrifying to behold.  Were I truly alive, they'd be enough to kill me.   But I am not alive. 

Not yet.   Not in the way you know it.  A fire burns within me and animates this dead flesh,  these

legs that have wandered the far regions of the Earth,  these hands that have killed men.   And I walk

with a purpose.  You will not stand in my way.  These hands have killed men.   A Storytelling Game

of Stolen Lives   Prometheans are soulless corpses animated by a mysterious, alchemical force â€•

the Divine Fire stolen from the gods. Their hideousness forces humans, animals, and even nature

itself to reject them on an instinctual level. They wander the dark places of the world, seeking what

their creators denied them: humanity.   A New Game set in the World of Darkness   â€¢ A whole new

type of character for players, inspired by the classic Frankenstein monster and the worldwide myths

of Golems   â€¢ Explores aspects of the World of Darkness unknown to the other game lines   â€¢

Strange new antagonists and mysteries to unravel for players of any World of Darkness game   US
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Promethean The Created is a new hardcover book for use with White Wolf's mega-popular World of

Darkness RPG, and represents a broad new canvas for fans of the game. Promethean offers a new



type of character to build and play...soulless corpses, reanimated with life and representing pure

Greek Tragedy in their scope, or pure gothic horror...or maybe even both to players. The book

bases its background on the myths of things such as the Frankenstein monster, golems, and other

such constructs. First, the book does a fantastic job of providing background on these creatures as

well as source books and films, giving payers a wide array of options. These created need not be

pieced-together bodies of corpses. As pointed out, even creatures such as DC Comics' The Swamp

Thing are considered a created being.Chapter One is vital and provides the player and GM with the

setting and background for Prometheans. This is very key as the background of these characters is

perhaps more important than any other type of WOD character. All manner of sample Prometheans

and methods of creation are included...from alchemical to electricity to primordial beings. You'll find

yourself mesmerized for hours by the depth of research done by the game designers. I'm not sure

how much of this will ever be used, but it makes for interesting reading nonetheless.After you've

read about these various types of constructs, chapter two will not get you into the character creation

phase. Let's just say there's a heck of a lot more to do here than rolling a few dice. Select the

character's attributes, skills, specialties, features, and various advantages. There are some

excellent examples provided to get players moving in the right direction in creating their

Prometheans.
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